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Class Times

Sunday 10am-10:50am
Puppies, Classes
Foundation, 2, 4, 6

Patron: The Mayor of Moonee Valley

Sunday 11:10am-12
Classes 1, 3, 5, 7
Wednesday 7pm-8pm
All classes; no Puppies

NOTICES
Tuesday 18 June 7pm
Lea Cogley Session
“Clickers, Markers and
Shaping in Dog Training”.
All members welcome.
23 June
Obedience & Rally Trial –
Broadmeadows Obedience
Club
6 and 7 July
Obedience & Rally Trialx2
Geelong Obedience Club
3 and 4 August
State Obedience Trial &
Obedience Dog of the Year
– Dogs Victoria.
25 August
Entries close NODC Trial

CLUB DOG “PATCH” ENJOYING WINTER

by Denise Gardner

NOTE: The Committee of NODC Inc. and the editor of the Howler reserve the right to edit all copy including
advertising. The opinions expressed in articles published in the Howler are not necessarily those of the Committee
or the Editor. The Club assumes no responsibility for false or misleading claims made in copy submitted to this
newsletter.
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From the Editor

Barbara Van Meurs
The winter months are often seen by members as cold and
unappealing for training. The Wednesday night sessions under lights
however, offer a pleasant middle to the week. In addition the Club
offers some interesting events to inform members. One such was on
14 May when we had Dr Diane van Rooy presenting on Separation
Anxiety. A lot was learnt from this session (see Page 3) and, based on
the Facebook feedback, it has created a lot of interest. The next
session is on 18 June when Lea Cogley presents on “Clickers, Markers
& Shaping in Dog Training”. All members are welcome.

President’s Podium

Leo Carroll
April was a very short training month,
interrupted by the Easter break, but we
are all now back on board and getting
ready for the winter training sessions.
The dog world is changing. In recent
years we have seen changes to the
Domestic Animals Act aimed at stopping
the puppy farms. Recently, Frankston
council were looking to introduce a test
that people must undertake before they
can get a pet.

Dog sports, in general, are losing patronage and obedience trials,
conformation shows and other disciplines have been struggling for
numbers, however it is encouraging to see the Club growing.
As the world around us changes we need to adapt and we need to
encourage people to do “something” with their dog. We need to
provide handlers with the skills that allow them to feel confident
enough to attempt dog sports, preferably obedience.
Someone once said to me that getting your dog titled is a “nice to
have”. What is important is that you get out there and do something
with your dog, whatever it is, and make sure you spend time with your
dog. Build the bond with your dog and you’ll be surprised how
everything else comes quite naturally.
In the cold winter it is very easy to skip the walks or not do the things
we might otherwise do because of the weather. I want to encourage
members to think about how they keep their dogs both physically and
mentally active during this period of reduced daylight.

Write or contribute an
article, story, photo,
comic, joke, idea, etc. to
the Howler!
All we need is your
Name & your Source!
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Dr DIANE VAN ROOY – SEPARATION ANXIETY

On the evening of 14 May 2019, NODC hosted a well attended talk by Dr Diane van Rooy on the above
topic. Diane is a qualified veterinary surgeon who has recently completed her research for a PhD
degree into the genetic basis of canine separation related distress disorder. What follows is a very
abbreviated account of her presentation.
Diane spoke for about half an hour followed by the same time for questions. While it seemed difficult
to identify what precise behaviour constituted separation anxiety (SA) the presentation was of great
interest to the audience.
In summary, according to Diane, dog behaviour comes under this title when the animal suffers real
distress. This however applies to 29% of companion animals and up to 50% of geriatric dogs, making
it a real concern to owners.
Diane showed video from cameras installed to capture SA when owners were absent. Such behaviour
included vocalising, destruction, house soiling and escape attempts, among others. In summary, SA is
a true behavioural disorder but is one which can and should be treated. Punishment is not the answer.
It may also be difficult to identify who an animal is missing. Making solutions, such as providing
another companion animal, not necessarily effective.
Some things, such as doggy day care, pheremones and teaching independence at home may help but,
according to Diane, you should definitely seek help from your Vet, a behavioural Vet or a Vet behaviour
specialist.
NODC thanks Dr Diane Van Rooey for her fascinating insight into Canine Separation Anxiety.

REMINDERS
Please keep a lead on your dog at all times, even between
classes, unless asked to remove it by your class instructor.
Remember to adhere to Club Rules and listen to the
instructors.
While you are at the Club you are responsible for you and your
dog’s actions. Ensure there is sufficient space between each
dog so that they are unable to play with another dog or make
another dog feel uncomfortable.

2019 ClassES

Remaining classes for Sundays
2019 start at 10am for Puppy &
“Even numbered classes”, and
11am for “Odd numbered
classes”.
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FIND THE WORDS
FIND THE WORDS

by Denise Gardner
by Denise Gardner
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PROFILE OF FRANCES HAMMER SENIOR INSTRUCTOR
AND LIFE MEMBER
Frances is an experienced Instructor at NODC who
appreciates that dogs are sentient beings who have a
choice in what they do. In particular she uses this
understanding to train sensitive dogs on a one on one
basis as well as taking classes. She has also recently
retired from instructing puppies at the Kensington
Veterinary Clinic.
Frances first joined NODC in 1966 when she got her
first dog as an adult. Previously, as a child, she had a
rough coated Collie which she said followed her home
from Primary school. Since that time she says her
connection with dogs has been ongoing as follows:
“I have
a passion
helping
companion
animals
and
“I have been an Instructor at Northern Obedience
Dog Club
since for
2000,
where
my primary
focus is
on
and for working
withrewards
dog owners
both
teaching people how to relate to, and train, theirtheir
dogsfamilies
using humane,
force free,
based
individually and in groups.
training methods.
With my GREAT DANES, I have been involved with Obedience; Agility; Conformation; Tracking;
Endurance; DWD, Rally and Nose work but developed a serious interest in behaviour with my first
'difficult' dog.
Following completion of a Cert.IV in canine behaviour 2003-2004 [DELTA], I began Training
professionally as PET ANGLE. Together with Julie Barber I instructed puppy class at the Kensington
Veterinary Clinic from 2003, retiring in May 2019.”
At a personal level Frances has close relationships with her
Great Danes and when asked what was the most difficult thing
she ever taught a dog she said “teaching a Great Dane to climb a
ladder”.
Aside from her interest in dogs Frances is interested in
gardening, going to movies and reading.
NODC is fortunate to have some expert Trainers volunteering and
when you are training you may be lucky enough to have Frances
visit your class and offer to help with your dog.

Professional Credentials
Cert IV Canine behaviour [Delta]
Professional member PPGA
Professional member APDTA
Registered Nurse [ret 2018]
Level 2 First Aid
Ongoing professional education and development in canine behaviour.
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Written by Glyn Burnup assisted by
Cheryl Yeoh

UNDERSTANDING YOUR DOG
I have put away my shorts and sandals and
consigned my sun hat to the cupboard as
winter is coming. This is when we must gird
our loins and get out our puffer jackets and
boots to continue training our best friends
regardless of the cold.
I would like to thank Bentley the Boxer for his
polite note giving very valid reasons why he
has been absent from classes…. see to the left.
I have included his note to remind us all that we have dogs for fun, to take us out of the daily
grind and to lead us into the Dog World. When we enter this world there are a few things we
need to remember, in no particular order.
 Dogs to do not speak English or any other spoken language no matter what you see on
YouTube. (The amazing thing is that your dog can communicate with other dogs in any
country in the world regardless of the language they are trained in. And we think we’re
the smart ones!)
 They want to have fun.
 Puppies don’t arrive toilet trained.
 They are social animals and work on a family structure… not plotting to dominate the
world, they're too busy having fun.
I suppose if you add this up it is very obvious they would make terrible politicians as they can’t
lie and they pretty much love anyone who will give them a treat or a scratch.
So if we use this as our basis, how can it help us with our training? Using treats and stopping
relying on spoken language to communicate with our dogs is not a bad place to start. Dogs
work on body language, smell and different tones rather than words, so these are our tools.
 Treats can be food, toys, an ear tickle, a tummy
rub, playing with a ball or making a higher
pitched sound to mark the behaviour we want.
 Make our body language clearly signal to the
dog what we actually want and be constant.
 Avoid strong perfumes or after shave when
training. A dog’s sense of smell is 10,000 to
100,000 times better than ours due to its large
olfactory membrane. Think of that time you got
caught in a lift with someone who had heavily
over scented…then multiply by 50.
 If possible, remove tinted/dark glasses as dogs
use our faces for feedback; dogs are one of the
few animals species which do.
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CONTINUED
One of the emails received since our last Howler asked me what Instructors meant by
‘using body language to communicate’ -- Thank you Georgie from Ascot Vale.
Dogs read each movement we make, both conscious
and unconscious, so when we are training with our
dogs, start off by standing up tall and straight instead
of leaning over your dog as it can make them
uncomfortable and they may move away from you.
Don’t forget they are on a piece of string and aren’t
going anywhere.
Most dogs are trained on the left side of the handler
so we start our forward motion with a short step on
the left side. The dog can see this and moves with you.
Any action which requires the dog to stop in some way
such as a drop, stand or sit is performed with the right
leg leading the action and the left slightly behind.
If you keep rewarding your dog each time it moves forward on your left leg, it will quickly work
out what your movements mean. The same applies to the stop motions.
Be Constant & Reward Desired Behaviour.
We’ve spoken about your bottom half and you will also find the same is true of your top half. If
you want your dog to turn left, you can turn your shoulders slightly, just before you turn your
lower half (hips and legs) and pup will gradually use that as a guide that you are about to turn
and respond accordingly. Those of you who cycle, ski, snowboard, skate, skateboard or ride
horses may already be doing the same actions – you lead where you want your body to go and
the same practice applies to training dogs.
Have you watched YouTube clips of humans dancing with their dogs? You may have noticed
that commands are not spoken, but the trainers use hand signals instead. This is also true for
‘celebrity dogs’ or ‘acting dogs’. Those dogs look offstage to their trainers and perform
commands based on hand signals and whistles. Hand signals are also applied to our daily
training. Signals must be easy for the dog to read and performed at a clear and reasonably
slow pace, and performed so that the dog can see them. Keep your hand in the form of a
paddle with your fingers together – again, be constant. Practice in front of a mirror without your
dog to check what you are doing.
There is a wealth of information out in the world to help you understand more about your dog.
To name a few: Ian Dunbar, Alexandra Horowitz, John Bradshaw, Denise Fenzi and The
American College of Veterinary Behaviourists, etc. I would highly recommend doing some
research into the type of dog you are working with, find out more about their temperament and
behaviours, learn what makes them tick, and seek out the best ways to engage with them. This
will help you build a stronger bond which can assist when training
Ask for Help When Needed.
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And as always, our volunteer Instructors are out on the field on Wednesday evenings and Sunday
mornings to guide you during class; and at the end of class, a few minutes are allocated just for you to
ask questions so fire away and find out other ways that can help you with your training needs.
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Ad for dwightaWHO AM IW

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE

by Denise Gardner
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Cindie Sinigoi
Radha O'Meara
Daryn Wolfsbayer
Bernadette Shannon
Janine Towner
Keith Emerson
Chloe England
Emily Jensen
Sean Jahnston
Annika Childs
Alex Prior
Phil Wood
Maureen Wood
Vanessa Lenarcic

Molly
Zoe

Shish Tzu X Jack Russell
Labrador X

Chibi
Buddy
Skip

Jack Russell
Kelpie X Border Collie
Deerhound X

Frankie

Husky/Kelpie X Staffordshire

Odie

Border Collie

Layla

Hungarian Vizsla

Sampo

Collie Smooth

Tamara Camilleri

Kobe

Schnoodle

Jacinta Hemingway
Daniel Sherwin
Jemma & Andrew McNab
Emma Brown
Meg Haycox
Jake Carmichael
Elise Baniowski
Paris Potter

Timmy
Benti
Fran
Stella
Billy
Arhcie

Bordoodle
Samoyed
Staffordshire Terrier
Golden Retriever
Cavoodle
Australian Shepherd

Honey
Jasper
Shiro
Gus

Golden Retriever
King Charles Cavalier
Samoyed X Husky
Miniature Schnauzer

Rosa
Gracie
Tyson
Bruno
Kabana
Ricky
Gruff
Dallas
Eli
Harley

Bull Arab
Jack Russell
German Shepherd Dog
Lagotto Romagnolo
Cavoodle
Greyhound
Miniature Schnauzer
German Shorthaired Pointer
Labradoodle
Cavoodle

Millie
Louie

Kelpie X Golden Retriever
Cavoodle

Frankie

French Bulldog

Jager
Trixie
Billie

German Shepherd Dog
Staffordshire Terrier X Kelpie
Cavoodle

Betty
Norman
Carson
Bolt
Luna
Piper
Bonnie

Bull Terrier
English Staffordshire Terrier
Pugalier
Labrador
Groodle
Boxer
Koolie

Sonja Michelini
Ryan McCormack
Kate Van Noorden
Mia Luciani
Judith Whelan
Rod Lindus
Peter Hobbs
Jessica Anderson
Nicole Barker
Chris Felauer
Kryta Martini
Jessica McDonald
Sally Walton
Hannah, Isabella & Oliver Bourke
Georgia & Kaylene Allan
Deborah Kantor
Lucas Cook
Emily Giese
Matthew Knight
Sam McPhee
Claudia Bergsdorf
Sara Luddeni
Zoe Luddeni
Jess & Ben LaBlache
Jo Mamone
Brett & Lea Kahan
Paul & Melinda Crole
Kristy Parkinson
Jessica & Jason Graham
Joshua Wildenberg
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Lesley Raymer
Brian & Brienna Wapple
Shaun Fullarton
Chelsea Vincent
Cecilia Nguyen
Rodney Salvin
Annabel Inglis
Clinton Gray
Shiromans Adikari
Venura Pitigala
Charlotte Mills
Ben Thomson

Quinn
Dozer

Miniature Pinscher
English Staffordshire Terrier

Angus

Border Collie

Maisy

Bernese Mountian Dog

Blue

Labrador

Ziggy

Collie X

CLASS PROMOTIONS – CONGRATULATIONS
Handler
Jessica McDonald
Sejal & Jesse Kendall
Ella Hodgins
Sarah Charles
Bernadette Shannon
Peter Casey
Phillip Naimo
Tom Myers
Tim Fulton
Karen Johnson
Louise Parsons
Emily Clements
Victoria Morris
Yvonne Campbell
Rhiannon & Steven Cudrig
Paris Potter
Sue Clewer
Kiran Money
Ailsa Finlayson
Amy Edwards
Nicole Barker
David Thomson
Paul Turner
Racel & Daniel Rossitto
Margaret Camilleri
Sarah Charles
Baris & Kate
Sandra
Paul Gavin
Janet Kearney
Daniel Friedman
Jessica Mcdonald
Mia Toussas
Henry wright
Sophie Shelton

Dogs Name
Eli
Billie
Juno
Simba
Chibi
Roger
Ollie
Ronnie
Tilly
Roxy
Roxy
Nova
Hurley
River
Heidi
Jasper
Tyson
Astrid
Kingston
Luna
Gruff
Syd
Hazel
Frankie
Bailey
Simba
Chisel
Luna
Azia
Baci
Chloe
Eli
Mia
Raffy
Ronnie

Class
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
P-1
1-2
1-2
1-2
2-3
P-1
P-1
2-3
P-1
P-1
P-1
1-2
1-2
1-2
2-3
1-2
1-2
P-1
P-1
P-1
3-4
P-1
P-1
P-1
3-4
3-4
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
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Lisa Williams
Ai Tomizwa
Anna Feery
Kellie Meehan
Monica Strong
Amy Wiesner
Sandra Kapitelli
Baris Koc
Kate Jarvis
Eloise Healey
Veronica Hewitt
Faith Newman

Ella
Kombu
Ned
Lola
Bucky
Dane
Luna
Chisel
Chisel
Penny
Charlie
Lenny

1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
1-2
P-1
P-1
P-1
1-2
1-2
1-2

KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!
Congratulations to all the handlers and dogs who have passed into the next class. Keep up your regular training and
you will be amazed at how quickly you will progress through the classes.
If you experience difficulty with a particular exercise speak to your Instructor. They will be only too happy to assist
you in overcoming the problem or they will direct you to someone who will be able to give you advice.

SEEN AROUND THE GROUNDS
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CLUB ACTIVITIES 2019
All Committee Meetings are held on the 2nd Monday of the month, starting at 7:00 pm.
All Instructors’ Meetings are held on the 1st Sunday of the month, after classes are completed.
18 June 7pm

Lea Cogley “Clickers, Markers and Shaping in Dog Training”

23 June

Obedience & Rally Trial – Broadmeadows Obedience Club*.

6 & 7 July

Obedience & Rally Trial x2 – Geelong Obedience Club*.

3 & 4 August

State Obedience Trial & Obedience Dog of the Year – Dogs Victoria.

25 August

Entries close for Northern Obedience Trial.

8 September

Northern Obedience Trial – NO TRAINING

8 September

Obedience & Rally Trials x2 – Northern Obedience Club*.

21 September

Obedience Trial – Royal Melbourne Show.

27 September

Doggie Day Out – Kepala Pet Resort.

29 September

Obedience & Rally Trial – Melton Obedience Club*.

1 October

2020 membership renewals due.

19 October

Obedience & Rally Trial x2 – Werribee Obedience Club*.

27Name
October

Obedience & Rally TrialDog
– Macedon
nameRanges Obedience
Breed Club*.

KinnadeMelbourne Cup Weekend
Dom
3 Scott
November
– NO TRAINING

Greyhound
Jones Applications close for end
Pegy
English Staffordshire Terrier
4 Vicky
November
of year trophies.
Alojz Tomsic
Bonza
Jack Russell Terrier X
16 November
Obedience & Rally Trial x2 – Southern Obedience Club*.
Anthony & Noah D'Amico
Harvey
Labradoodle
17Lorenzo
November
Obedience
&
Rally
Trial
–
Northcote
Obedience
Club*. Corso
Defrancesco
Percy
Cane
24
November
Annual General Meeting
and Trophy Presentation.
(All Classes
at 10:00am)
Gina
Defrancesco
Terra
Mastiff
X
Luna
Portugese Water Dog
1 Cameron
December Boykett
Last day of training.
Adrian Gugliotta
Mala
Chichuaha
1 December
Obedience & Rally Trial – Croydon and District Obedience Dog Club.
Maja Stojanovska
8 December
Christmas Break Up – Games Day for dogs and humans.
Ann & Eric Staberhofer
Coco
Bordoodle
2 Laura
Feb 2020
Classes
recommence.
Summer
training
times
9:00
am – 11:00 am.
Donaldson
Ernie
Groodle
Brendan
*Club
sashMcKeegan
donated
Dorothy Cheung
Ollie
Spoodle
Luke, Amber & Jayden Barry
Geena Huynh
Axel
Sharpei
Kaylene Phan
Patrick Warfield
Kombu
Mastiff X
Ai Tomizawa
Lydia McAleer
Murphy
Groodle
Dianne Privtera
Charlie
Moodle
Stephen Hughes
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Class Exercises
Puppies (8 weeks to 24 weeks)
No exercises are tested for promotion to
next class:
 Socialisation with all puppies on lead;
 Retrieve on the flat on lead;
 Recall on lead;
 Puppy push up
 Heeling on a short lead;
 Examination of Puppy;
 Stays;
 Games, Q&A Session.

Class 1
Exercises tested for promotion to
next class:
 Heel normal pace;
 Sit;
 Stand (alongside handler);
 Right-about Turn;
 Sit Stay (complete exercise);
 Recall on lead (Dog does not have to sit)
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat (on lead);
 Drop.

Class 2
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class One exercises plus:
 Heel slow pace;
 Right turn;
 Recall on lead dog to sit in front of the
handler;
 Stand Stay;
 Stand for Examination (handler in front)
(Food may be used as a lure.);
 Drop from Sit (beside and in front of
handler).
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat (on lead);
 Dog Introduction.

Class 3
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class Two exercises plus:
 Heel fast pace;
 Heel in figure 8 including sits;
 Automatic sit;
 Drop while heeling;
 Left turn and Left about turn. (both
methods);
 Stand for examination (handler in front.)
(Food may be used only as a reward.);
 All stays progressing to lead on ground
(Sit 30 sec Down 1 minute)
 Finish to recall on lead;
 Recall off lead dog; dog to sit in front.
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat on lead.

Class 4 (Community Companion Dog)
Exercises tested for promotion to next class:
 All Class 3 exercises plus,
 Heel on lead with lead in the left hand;
 Small amount of heeling off lead;
 All stays off lead (when dog is reliable, long
lead if not) (Sit 1 minute Down 3 minutes);
 Recall and return to dog.
Other exercises to be taught but not tested:
 Retrieve on the flat off lead;
 Drop from the Stand position (handler in
front of dog);
 Finish to the recall;
 Ring Craft.

Class 5 (Novice)
Exercises tested for promotion to next
class:
 All Class Four exercises plus,
 Heel free;
 Recall off lead (complete exercise 12
metres);
 All stays off lead if reliable.
(Sit 1 minute down 3 minutes);
 Stand for examination off lead;
 Retrieve on the flat.
Other
to be taught but not
Class exercises
6
tested:
Full Open Program
 Commence high & broad jumps;
Class
7 Craft.
 Ring
Full UD Program
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e

BookEnz

By Jennifer Guadagnuolo

“Saving Private Sarbi; The True Story of Australia’s Canine War Hero” by Sandra Lee
Allen & Unwin 2011, Bolinda Audio 2011 and Bolinda eBook 2013.

Photo National Geographic

This is the true story of Australia’s famous explosive detection dog
Sarbi. She went missing in action for 13 months following a battle
between the Australian Special Forces and the Taliban in 2008 and
survived. Sarbi lived a happy normal dog life with her human family
and her litter brother Raffi in the New South Wales country town of
Bowral.
The first three years of her life with the three Upjohn children were full
of affection and fun, including a duck pond, lots of tennis ball
retrieving and an acre of countryside to develop strength and vigour perfectly suiting her as a Newfoundland Labrador cross. She had the
wonderful temperament of the “Newfie” and a passion for retrieving
from both breeds.
A change of circumstances forces her human family to put the large vigorous pair up for adoption. No
one puts their hands up for the two until Sargent D from the army Explosives Detection Unit spots the
advertisement and contacts the family. He visits and watches the dogs display their impressive retrieval
focus which includes bringing stones for hunting down, when no tennis balls are available. Her young
owners give their precious companions over to him at the end of his visit to begin their training as
Explosive Protection Dogs (EDD). It must have been a very sad moment for the children but they
continued to keep in touch with Sargent D and followed the careers of their dogs.
The pair begin their training with Sargent D who recognises Sarbi’s special qualities and becomes her
handler. The dogs learn to use their amazing noses to alert their handlers to the presence of a range of
different explosive compounds and munitions and they develop a close working relationship with their
handler. Sargent D is an inspiring dog handler and Sarbi works in Australia at events such as the
Commonwealth Games with the Incident Response Unit.
The book follows Sarbi‘s war service in Afghanistan with other dogs and their handlers in the most
dangerous combat missions imaginable. The book diverges to take in the wider view of military service
in Afghanistan and includes some fairly technical descriptions of military hardware and weapons at the
expense of a very powerful and moving story about the dogs and their handlers, which probably would
have been better left out.
The final chapters of the book tell of the Battle of Khaz Oruzgan on 2 September 2008 and the ambush
by Taliban forces where Sarbi’s clip on Sargent D’s belt is hit and broken. In the confusion of battle she
is separated from him and wounded. Badly wounded himself he desperately tries to recover her but
cannot.
She is sighted around the camp but then disappears. We lose sight of her here but the soldiers do not
give up on her and look for her when out on patrol. Sargent D never gives up hope, knowing her
capacities as he does. Thirteen months later she is sighted by an American patrol and eventually returns
to Camp Merlin.
Her story is interwoven with heroic stories of the dogs and handlers of the Explosives Detection Unit and
it is a story that deserves to be told. It is quite heart breaking to know that the unconditional bond of
affection and respect that these dogs and handlers have for each other sometimes resulted in the
death of both dog and handler. Their bravery deserves recognition and this book does provide that.
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THE SEEING EYE DOG PROGRAM
Members of NODC must, from time to time, see Seeing Eye Dog (SED) puppies being trained by Club
members at the Club grounds. These puppies are sourced from Seeing Eye Dogs Australia, a division of
Vision Australia, which is the only national breeder, trainer and supplier of Seeing Eye Dogs. These puppies
have special training needs. For this reason we are presenting an overview of the process as told by a
Club volunteer, Tammy Guerrisi, with SED information sourced from Seeing Eye Dogs Vision Australia
at sed.visionaustralia.org.
Seeing Eye Dogs Australia specialises in Labrador Retrievers,
The Breeding Program
Golden Retrievers and a cross using both these popular
breeds. These Labradors come in three colours, yellow
(cream-white), black and chocolate.
While Labradors remain the most popular breed throughout
the world, the Labrador cross Golden Retriever is becoming
a very popular and successful working dog.
Seeing Eye Dog Etiquette
When you meet a Seeing Eye Dog it is important to remember that these
dogs are working and should not be distracted.
Don’t




Distract, feed or touch a working Seeing Eye Dog (in harness) without the
handler’s permission.
Avoid offering assistance (if required) to a dog guide handler.
Discriminate against a person because they are using a dog guide.

Do







Speak directly to the person, not the dog, when offering assistance
Keep pathways clear of obstacles and overhanging bushes trimmed to fence line
Leave doors fully open or fully closed
Position yourself slightly behind the right shoulder of a dog handler when walking with them
Walk about 1 metre ahead if the handler is instructing their dog to “follow” and continue talking to
the person.
Alert the person to any unusual behaviour or physical appearance of their dog.

The Puppy Carer Program
The Puppy Carer program requires volunteers to care for a puppy in their home from the age of 8 weeks,
until they are approximately 12-15 months of age.
As a puppy carer, you can provide full time care or, if a shorter time is more suitable, you can commit to
a minimum of 6 months. Your role as a puppy carer is to:
Provide a loving home and to nurture a Seeing Eye Dog puppy
 Help to socialise them in everyday situations
 Teach them basic skills such as toilet training, to sit, and to walk nicely on a lead.
The only cost to you is your time and affection. The cost of all equipment, food, dog health care, vet costs
and training is covered by Seeing Eye Dogs. You will receive ongoing support from a Puppy Development
Trainer as you progress on this journey.


As a puppy carer you will be responsible with essentially introducing a puppy to the world.
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BECOMING A PUPPY CARER FOR SEEING EYE DOGS
Tammy Guerrisi is an Instructor at NODC who fosters puppies for SED Vision Australia. This is her story.
“I am a Puppy Carer for Seeing Eye Dogs. Their kennels are
located in Barrett St Kensington and I have had Yale for 5
months. Yale has 7 siblings all of whom at 2 months old went to
other Carers for their raising and basic obedience to help them on
their way to become a seeing eye dog.
As I was growing up I saw a blind person with a guide dog and I
was so excited to see the dog helping his human to get around. It
was exciting to think this could actually be done by a dog. I was
mesmerised for years wondering when I would be able to be
involved helping to raise a puppy. For that reason, when I was at
the 2017 Dog Lovers Show where they had a stand, I asked
some questions, put my name down, and the rest is history.
Yale is the second such puppy that I have raised. Austin was my first but unfortunately he was
given a career change due to allergies. I still have contact with Austin and see him occasionally. I
have also fostered a couple of others due to many reasons. Weekends, overnight, a week, whatever
is needed. Being a Puppy Carer means that you need to have patience and to teach good house
manners, as well as socialising with all types of animals e.g. cats, other dogs, horses and cows. You
also get to take them with you to work, on public transport and into shopping centres and even in to
restaurants.
Wherever you go, as long as they have their working coats on, the public know they are working. I
have been asked to leave places because the people do not understand that Seeing Eye Dogs are
allowed in. After an explanation of the program and rights that the dogs have, people usually
understand and allow you to enter. Yale has been camping, and also has gone into Crown Casino
and High Point Shopping Centre. He has also travelled on trams, trains and buses.
He sleeps inside in a crate which gives him a safe place to relax. I have
been asked many times "how can you give them back, I couldn't". My
reply usually is "what's more satisfying than helping someone to have
independence”. Or "as long as you keep in mind why you are doing it,
it's not that hard". I have even been asked "how much can you see?”. I
usually reply “he's the puppy I am training”.
SED also supplies everything you need, food, lead, collar, bedding and
Vets if needed. They organise barbecues and get-togethers so you can
meet other Carers.
On your journey with them you have a very supportive puppy developer
trainer (PDT) who works closely with you while the puppy is in your
care. Puppies have a 7 month assessment and a 12 month
assessment to see how they are developing in their training. If you
need to go away, and cannot take the puppy with you, you can leave
them at the kennels or the PDT will organise another Carer.
I find puppy caring very satisfying and rewarding to see how they
develop into working dogs. You can go on to their website
(sed.visionaustralia.org) Seeing Eye Dogs of Australia to find out more
information on how to become a Carer.”
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The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
Dr Peter Dapiran

 In Dallas, Texas, USA an emotional-support dog injured a girl while on a
domestic US flight. The small child was trying to pat the dog. The dog lunged and
scraped her forehead. The incident is one of a string of such incidents with
support animals that is causing airlines to review policies.
 Looking for a partner? Forget dating websites. Buy a dog - but of course you
know that already. Walk with a dog or go to a dog park to strike up instant
conversations. People with dogs are perceived as happier, more approachable,
more empathetic, safer. A man with a dog is seen as more nurturing, care-giving,
committing, and signals that the man would be a good friend and good parent.
The odds also increase that she’ll give him her phone number. So some research
says.
 The family pet dog is responsible for 84% of dog bites. And dog bites are underreported. And the refrain is all too often, “but it is a gentle dog”. Three-year-old
Charlie hopped on the gentle family dog while it was asleep. The startled dog
took a bite out of Charlie’s face, miraculously avoiding brain damage. It was a
single bite by a frightened dog doing what a frightened dog does. The dog was
put down. Supervision would have avoided all the trauma.
 Therapy dogs play an important role in the lives of many people with cancer,
dementia, and post-traumatic stress disorder. But what do the dogs think about
their job? A recent study of therapy dogs in paediatric cancer wards suggests
that the dogs enjoy their work too, showing little signs of stress. Added validity of
the research comes from the fact that 26 dogs across five hospitals in the USA
were involved in the study.
 Another study has shown that dogs getting human attention produce a wider
range of facial expressions. It is surmised that this is learned behaviour from
thousands of years of evolution to allow dogs to communicate better with
humans.
 It is guessed that India has 30 million stray dogs. More than 20,000 people die
of rabies each year. India accounts for more than 35% of human rabies deaths
in the world. Mumbai officials have discovered that more people have died from
dog bites in 20 years than were killed in the city’s two terror attacks.
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Kepala Pet Resort, situated in tranquil countryside, provides five star luxury
accommodations, including large grassed areas where your dog can play safely.
Kepala Pet Resort is operated by Kevin and Pauline Lacy, family and staff.
Visit our website for more information: http://www.kepala.com.au/
We invite you to visit and view our complex prior to making a booking.
Address: 55 Edwards Rd, Diggers Rest, Victoria 3427 | Phone: (03) 9740 1272
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Northern Obedience
Dog Club is a
non-profit organisation
staffed by volunteers
dedicated to promoting the
training and understanding of the dog,
so that it can be accepted as a true companion
in our urban society.
The Club trains people to train their dogs to be
obedient, companionable and useful. The club
provides you with the opportunity to train your
dog, and the fact that our club and others like
us exist, show how much interest in dog training
as a hobby has increased. Training for most
people can be a hobby that is enjoyed by both
dog and owner.

Northern Obedience Dog Club

Helping YOU train your dog!
www.facebook.com/Northern
ObedienceDogClub

See our website for more details.

Looking for photos and updates?

LIKE us on Facebook
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